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TR’ONDËK SUBDIVISION OVER-THE-COUNTER LOT ALLOCATION PROCEDURE 

 

PURPOSE 

The Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in (“TH”) government wishes to make land available for its citizens for the purpose 

of building residential homes on TH Settlement Land. Individual lots on Settlement Land parcels C-4, C-

85FS, and C-86FS (the “Tr’ondëk Subdivision”) will be surveyed and identified in a map available through 

the Natural Resources Department, Land and Resources Branch (the “Lands Branch”).  

The Tr’ondëk Subdivision Lot Assignment Policy (approved by TH Council by CR2018-03-22-05) lays out a 

3-phase process for assigning lots on the Tr’ondëk Subdivision: 

1. To Expression of Interest-holders, prioritized in the order in which their Expressions of Interest 

were recorded; 

2. By lottery, to all TH citizens; and 

3. By application, to TH citizens, on a first-come, first-served basis, for any remaining lots from the 

first two processes. 

TH has completed phases 1 and 2 by providing EOI holders with a chance to realize their interest in 2019 

and by holding a residential lot lottery in June of 2020. The Tr’ondëk Subdivision Over-The-Counter Lot 

Allocation Procedure provides administrative procedures for Natural Resources staff when considering 

applications for lots on the Tr’ondëk Subdivision. 

ELIGIBILITY 

In order to apply for a lot on the Tr’ondëk Subdivision, an individual: 

1. Must be a Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in citizen; 

2. Must be 19 years of age;  

3. Must intend to build a home for his or her own use; and 

4. Cannot already hold a lease of settlement land for residential purposes.  

APPLICATION SUBMISSION 

 To obtain a lot through the over-the-counter application process a citizen must: 

1. Fill out a Tr’ondëk Subdivision Lot Application Form, indicating the lot of interest. A map of 

available lots shall be available through the Lands Branch; and 

2. Provide a sworn statutory declaration attesting to citizenship, intent to build a home, and age of 

applicant. 

APPLICATION REVIEW AND APPROVAL 

Upon receiving an over-the counter application for a lot on the Tr’ondëk Subdivision, Lands Branch staff 

shall: 

1. Ensure the application is complete, signed, and dated 

2. Ensure that the applicant meets the eligibility criteria for applying for a residential lease on the 

Tr’ondëk Subdivision, laid out in this document; 
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3. Award lots to qualified applicants on a first-come-first serve basis; and 

4. Provide the applicant with written confirmation of either the award of the lot or rejection of the 

application. Where rejected, reasons for such rejection  

 

STAFF STEPS AFTER APPROVAL 

 

Upon approval of an application and award of a lot, Lands Branch staff shall 

 

1. Provide information to the applicant regarding the obligations after allocation, as laid out in this 

document; 

2. Draft a copy of the TH Residential Lease Agreement, with the personal details of the applicant; 

3. Coordinate signature of Residential Lease Agreement between NR Director and applicant; and 

4. Register Residential Lease Agreement in TH Land Registry. 

OBLIGATIONS AFTER ALLOCATION 

Once a citizen has been allocated a lot they have the following obligations: 

1. To execute a lease with TH within 60 days of allocation, which shall be registered with the TH 

land registry system;  

2. To obtain general liability insurance concerning the land and provide evidence of same to TH 

within 30 days of allocation, with the policy to list TH as an additional insured;  

3. Prior to building, to furnish proof of course of construction insurance to TH, provision of plans 

for any construction to TH for approval and development/building permits issued by YG/City of 

Dawson;  

4. To build a residential home on the land compliant with zoning requirement (City of Dawson and 

YG) within two (2) years of the allocation; 

5. To reimburse TH Finance Department within 60 days – upon receipt of annual invoice in July – 

property taxes related with the lot; 

6. To pay to the City of Dawson directly all municipal utility fees related with the lot; and 

7. After completion of the build, to provide evidence of insurance on the home and to otherwise 

abide by the terms of the lease at all times.  

FAILURE TO MEET OBLIGATIONS 

If a citizen fails to comply with any obligations contained herein or in the lease itself, TH Lands Branch 

staff shall take steps to terminate the citizen’s application/lease and reallocate the lots through this 

over-the-counter process.  

 


